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Two years after the reissue of Jan Jelinek’s Loop-Finding-Jazz-Records on his Faitiche label
comes the first vinyl edition of an earlier and more dated but nonetheless engrossing
record by the German producer. Released as Gramm, 1999’s Personal Rock feels a little like a
test run for its more famous successor and even uses many of the same sounds, most
notably on “St. Moritz,” built on the same drone as “Moiré (Piano & Organ)” from Loop-
Finding-Jazz-Records. But it holds its own as a foggier and more tempestuous record, and it
boasts a marvelous sound design that departs from the weightlessness of so much ambient
music to feel dense and oppressive.

More than Loop-Finding-Jazz-Records—but less so than 2002’s Textstar, the compilation of
cuts as Farben that completes Jelinek’s impressive introductory triad—Personal Rock is
haunted by the ghost of club music. The pinpricks and muffled footsteps that substitute for
kick drums and hi-hats swarm high in the mix. Behind them we hear a little data cloud of
clicks, muffled scratches and static transmissions that swirl amorphously in turmoil, filling in
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the neglected corners of the stereo field and situating us in a space. Then deep, deep in the
mix we hear chords, usually the low hum of a pad that resembles machinery dutifully going
about its day-to-day functions—though on “Non-Relations” he chances a full-on chord
progression that resembles that on any cheesy house classic of the ’80s and ’90s, except it
seems heard from miles away.

The foregrounding of the drums is ultimately what makes it less interesting than Jelinek’s
later work, which is more interested in tones and the way they shimmer and slide. It’s also
what dates it to the late ‘90s, when deconstructing club music was a noble end in and of
itself. The idea of dance music for listening rather than for clubbing was more novel in 1999
than today, and Personal Rock would’ve felt a lot more frightening, both for the way it
suspends dance music and the way it embraces the sonic possibilities of the glitch. Today,
it’s hard to divorce those miniscule semblances of drum sounds from the prevailing attitude
towards technology of the time, when the thrum of dread surrounding the incoming
Information Age was a little more existential than today’s more tangible concerns about
privacy and political radicalization.

Likewise, the pervasive sense of paranoia on Personal Rock isn’t terribly well-defined.
Something alive seems to stir deep in the bowels of the record. The seasick synth that
marks the second half of opener “Legends/Nugroove™” is reminiscent of the ominous little
woodwinds that slither and lurk as C-3PO wanders deeper into the desert in the original Star
Wars. “Type Zwei” coasts on a comfortable, almost hip-hop lope until we hear a pad mixed
so incongruously high it’s like the shadow that appears in the foreground to startle us in
horror movies. Listening to Personal Rock can be a bit like hearing the rustle and snap of life
in the underbrush of a forest, knowing it can’t really hurt you but still keeping an eye out. It’s
that dread that ultimately makes Personal Rock worth listening to over superior successors.
It sounds like a lot of Jelinek records, but it doesn’t feel like them; maybe it’s because it’s his
only album made before Y2K.
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https://youtu.be/4kHEu50uq3w
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